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The Lincoln Highway—Part 6 

“Travel becomes a strategy for accumulating photographs.” — Susan Sontag  

Lincoln Highway Kiosk in 

Batavia, Illinois 

Days Four and Five Joliet, Illinois to Carter Lake, Iowa – 513 Miles.  

In this installment of our Lincoln Highway experience I will be covering two days travel. There 

is a reason for this as you will discover as you read on. 

We were up at 6:00 am and were greeted by another day of rain, Ugh! Nothing we could do 
about the rain so we just had to do the best we could and take photos when we could. 
 
We were off on the Lincoln Highway heading west through Illinois. The Illinois DOT has done a 
great job of marking the Lincoln Highway. They have the little red, white and blue signs 
marking every turn in the road. Sometimes we wondered where the road was taking us as we 
wound through little towns and roads that were barely paved. It seemed as though we were on 

the wrong road, but I had to trust that the Illinois DOT knows the route better than I do. 

The first town we passed through was Batavia, Illinois where there 
was a Lincoln Highway Kiosk. The problem was that it was raining 
hard and the kiosk was on the other side of the road so I used a 
telephoto lens and shoot the picture from the car. We also passed 
a White Castle. For those of you who are unfamiliar with White 
Castle they are little drive-ins offering little burgers. I can recall 
when I lived and worked in Ohio on cold days we would stop in a 
White Castle for a burger, a bowl of chili, and a cup of coffee for 

less than a dollar.  

After heading north on the Lincoln Highway along the Fox River we 

made a left turn and once again were on westward course. We 

were now following the Lincoln Highway on US 38. Passing though 

Maple Park we were heading for DeKalb, Illinois.  

DeKalb a city in DeKalb County, Illinois, is named after decorated 
German war hero Johann De Kalb, who died during the American 
Revolutionary War. 

Founded in 1837, DeKalb remained a small community until the arrival of the Chicago and 

North Western Transportation Company in 1853. 
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Following the GPS as we traverse the Lin-

coln Highway. 

DeKalb's central location brought easier shipping of crops and access to larger markets. 

Agriculture was the primary economic activity until 1873-4 when farmer Joseph Glidden 

developed barbed wire and began commercial mass production of his new invention. Glidden 

sold half of his interest to hardware merchant Isaac L. Ellwood and together the two formed the 

Barb Fence Company. 

Two months after Glidden filed his application for a patent, lumber salesman Jacob Haish also 

applied for a patent and on June 25, 1874 ran interference papers against Glidden's patent. 

After several years of legal wrangling, in 1877 Glidden's patent won and Glidden was declared 

the "Father of Barbed Wire". 

In 1865 H. B. Gurler moved to DeKalb, and later attempted to create high-grade milk. Gurler 

began shipping his "Pure Milk" to Chicago in 1895. 

The founding of Northern Illinois State Normal School in 1895 added education to DeKalb's 

landscape. It later became Northern Illinois University which is known for its business, nursing, 

education, engineering, and music programs. 

Agriculture again came to the forefront with the creation of the DeKalb County Farm Bureau in 

1912, one of the first organizations of its kind. In the 1930s the DeKalb AgResearch 

Corporation (today MONSANTO) marketed its first hybrid seed corn. 

There was a nice Lincoln Highway Kiosk in DeKalb and the rain had stopped for a while so I was 

able to take a few good photos. As the plaques were inside the kiosk I was able to read them 

without getting soaked. There was also a Lincoln Highway obelisk marking the road by the 

kiosk. It was not a true LH marker but it served the purpose.  

After spending about 10 minutes photographing the 

Kiosk and the plaques we were back on the road again 

heading for little town of Creston. Two of the items we 

found very useful were our GPS navigation unit and our 

satellite radio. When taking a road trip, such as we 

were doing, both are indispensable. Our van did not 

have a built in GPS navigation unit like our Acura MDX 

has. We were using a Garmin NUVI unit that costs less 

than two hundred dollars and it served us very well. It 

kept us on course and told us where we were so we 

could look for the points of interest noted on our maps.  

It even had a FM receiver that would pick up traffic conditions in urban areas where they were 

broadcast. It would indicate the traffic conditions by showing roads in green, yellow or red. The 

GPS was most helpful for finding our motel at the end of the day and locating restaurants.  

The SirusXM satellite radio is must when traveling across the U.S. and Canada. It allows you 

listen to your favorite radio stations with that annoying interference you get when traveling the 

open road and are out of range of the big city stations. You can listen to music, news or talk 

without constantly losing the station and spending time search the dial and hearing that annoy-

ing static on the AM band.  
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The Lincoln Highway from Joliet to Dixon, Illinois. The route shown in blue represents the original 1913-

1914 alignment and the route in red represents the final 1928-1930 alignment. 

Water fountain in Creston, Illinois, circa 

1916  

Lincoln Highway (US 38) in Creston, Illinois. 

This road has been widened and overlaid on 

the 1913-14 alignment 

Continuing west we came to the village Creston where 

there was a wall mural dedicated to the water 

fountains along the Lincoln Highway and Kiosk. At 

Creston we had to make several dog-leg turns 

through the village follow those little Lincoln Highway 

directional signs. Why the Lincoln highway made so 

many jogs through a village of 500 people remains a 

mystery. One reason might be for the water fountain 

that was built on the corner of West North Street and 

South Main Street. While talking with one of the 

residents of Creston he told me the original water 

fountain had been removed due to the construction of 

a gas line and a replica had been created and put in 

the window of the building with the mural.  

Illinois was the only state to have drinking fountains 

along the Lincoln Highway. They were donated by 

Carl Parker in memory of his mother, Amanda 

Sutherland Parker who had grown up in the Garden 

Plain area of Whiteside County. Originally the 

fountains wee to be placed every ten miles across 

Illinois. This was not practical due to the water 

supply, so the fountains were donated to towns and 

cities where there was an ample and healthy water 

supply. 17 fountains were donated, and the 1914 

progress report states that nine of them were being 

placed.  
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Lincoln Highway 1913 alignment in 

Creston, Illinois 

The Lincoln Highway in Creston. Illinois 

The fountains were donated free of charge, but the 

recipients had to meet certain criteria. 1) The name of 

the street that the Lincoln Highway traversed through the 

town had to be changed to ―Lincoln Way:‖ 20 That the 

entire route through the town had to be marked with 

painted Lincoln Highway signs; and 3) that the town had 

to agree to assume the expense of installing and 

maintaining the fountains. The design of the fountain 

made it very useful in that it was a pedestal type with a 

drinking bubbler on top, and a spigot on the side for 

drawing off water in a pail. Along the inside edges of the 

bowl were the ―In Memoriam‖ so that all who stooped to 

drink would see it. Creston was one of the towns in 

Illinois that had one of the fountains.  The next stop along 

the Lincoln Highway was Rochelle, Illinois. Rochelle is 

known as the "Hub City" because of its location at the 

intersection of several major transportation routes.  

The first transcontinental highway in the United States, the Lincoln Highway, passed through 

Rochelle, as did US-51, one the first highways to go the full north-south length of the United 

States. Both these roads have diminished in importance (and are now state highways 38 and 

251, respectively), but Rochelle continues to be crossed by major highways, especially 

Interstates 88 and 39. Besides roadways, Rochelle is also crossed by two major rail lines; the 

Union Pacific and BNSF Railways mainlines cross inside of the city limits. The effect, as seen on 

a map, was one of the spokes of an old wagon wheel meeting at the "hub", and thus the 

nickname was born.  

The second was the railroad museum and the third a mural dedicated to Emily Post. In 1915, 

"Mistress of Etiquette" Emily Post was commissioned by Collier's magazine to cross the United 

States on the Lincoln Highway and write about it.  

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/ha7f635e#ha7f635e
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Our 2001 Toyota Van lying wrecked after a 

collision with a gaud rail on the Lincoln 

Highway 

Her son Edwin drove and an unnamed family member 

joined them. Her story was published as a book, By 

Motor to the Golden Gate. Her fame came later in 

1922, with the publication of her first etiquette book. 

On May 16, 1915 Emily’s group became stuck in a 

sea of mud outside of Rochelle after a very heavy 

spring rain. The group took rooms in the old Collier 

Inn for the next two days before moving on.  

After Rochelle we traveled west to one our primary 

destinations for this day, The Lincoln Highway 

National Headquarters in Franklin Grove. Here we 

meet with Lyn Asp and got a great briefing on the 

history of Franklin Grove and the Lincoln Highway. 

After talking with Lyn for about 20 minutes and 

purchasing a cup, Lincoln Highway polo shirt, The 

Lincoln Highway Companion book by Brian Butko, and 

a few other souvenirs we walked across the street to 

the Lincoln Way Café for some lunch. The café was 

filled with locals having lunch and the service and 

food was good with very reasonable prices.  

After a hearty lunch we ventured out into the rain 

and headed for Dixon, Illinois, the birthplace of 

Ronald Reagan We were driving west on Gap Road, 

the Lincoln Highway, when we approached a badly 

marked ninety degree turn to the right. I did not 

navigate the turn well and went into a skid, smashed 

through the guard rail and went down the 

embankment . 

Wall mural dedicated to Emily Post’s 1915 

road trip on the Lincoln Highway in 

Rochelle, Illinois 

We were not hurt and the air bags did not deploy but the van was in bad shape. 
 

Fortunately a local volunteer fireman was passing by and used his phone to contact the police 

and a tow truck. About five minutes later another couple stopped to see if they could help. 

They were all extremely nice and helpful. 

It took about twenty minutes for the tow truck to arrive from the city of Dixon and another ten 

for the Lee County deputy sheriff to arrive. Once the deputy arrived and got all of our 

information the tow truck operator pulled the van onto the flat bed tow truck and we sat with 

the deputy and gave him all of the information. The guard rail was badly damaged and so was 

the van. The deputy did not cite us, which was good.  

After finishing with the deputy Kathy and climbed into to tow truck and we were off to Dixon 

Auto Body Clinic. I now had to contact Encompass Insurance to file a claim. This took about a 

half hour on the phone answering a million questions. I finally got a claim number, but I had a 

problem arranging for a rental car.  
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The claims agent wanted me to contact Enterprise in Sterling, but they were out of business. 

He did not have the Enterprise rental agency in Dixon on his list and told me to rent the car and 

save the receipts for reimbursement latter. I did not like this so I contacted my Encompass 

agent in Irvine, CA and had her call the claims people.  

Lowell Ward at Dixon Auto Body looked at the car and ran a rough estimate. They would have 

to replace the right front fender panel, hood, lights, radiator, and bumper. Also the right from 

tie rod was damaged so it would have to be replaced. He came up with a preliminary estimate 

of $5,700. The van’s Blue Book value with its mileage is about $7,200. Lowell thought that the 

insurance company would only go for about 80% of the value which meant $5,700. It would be 

close and I think the insurance company will total the van. (which they did) I would not know 

until the adjuster looked at the van and filed his report, which didn’t happen until Monday. In 

any case even if they had fixed the van it would take three weeks. This meant we would have 

had to come back to Dixon and get the van and drive it home. This was not a very attractive 

situation.  

I was finally contacted by the Encompass claims supervisor who told me to use the local 

Enterprise rental agency, which we had already made arrangement to do. The Enterprise agent 

arrived at the body shop about an hour after we contacted the agency and brought us a 

vehicle. The vehicle was a Ford Excursion, one big SUV. The cost for this vehicle was $54 per 

day and they are not charging us a drop charge. Encompass covered $40 per day so it would 

only cost us $140.00 to drive this monster home. Yes, we decided to continue the Lincoln 

Highway adventure and return home on October 22th as planned.  

Kathy and I decided there was nothing we could do here so we got a motel for the night and 

would continue our road trip in the morning. The Ford Expedition is big, but does not have the 

space the van had. We had to take all of luggage and stuff out of the van and transfer it to the 

Ford. This was not an easy task. The Ford has all of the amenities including Sirius satellite radio 

which meant we could listen to our favorite stations including the NFL games on Sunday. 

The folks at Dixon auto Body were really very helpful to us and made us feel much better. Of 

course I was a physiological mess as I had to leave our beloved van in Illinois and would 

probably never see it again. I expected the insurance company to total the van and give us a 

check for its value. We would then have to but another van, probably a good used Toyota 

Sienna van – I hoped. This is the last thing I wanted to do this year. (Upon returning to 

California we did in fact buy a 2011 Toyota Sienna Van and the insurance company promptly 

sent us a check for $8,000 to cover the value of the van.)  

We checked into the Comfort Inn in Dixon, Illinois and went to the Pizza Hut that was adjacent 

to the motel for dinner. We mused over the day’s events and I kept replaying the accident in 

my mind. I could not get over how stupid I was to have missed the curve. To this day I still 

think of the accident and wonder why I did not negotiate that damn curve.  

After a good night’s rest we would be back on the road again and things would look much 

better in the morning. I had a new SUV with satellite radio and GPS to continue our road trip. 

The weather report looked good for the next few days so hopefully we would enjoy the 

remainder of the trip.  

 

http://fhenstridge.zenfolio.com/p561893589/h34cbea3b#h34cbea3b
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Sunrise in Dixon, Illinois 

De Immigrant Windmill on the banks of the 

Mississippi River at Fulton, Illinois 

The next morning we were up before sunrise, had a 

good breakfast and piled into our Ford Expedition to 

continue our trip. We had some time to make up 

and instead of going to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where 

we had a reservation, cancelled that reservation and 

targeted Carter Lake, Iowa on the Missouri River, 

The border with Nebraska. 

The weather was once again great and we departed 

Dixon without fond memories. We did not get to see 

Ronald Reagan’s birthplace but did pass through 

Sterling where there is a statue of Abraham Lincoln 

commemorating the speech he gave here in support 

of John Freemont the first presidential candidate of 

the newly formed Republican Party in 1856. 

We did not waste much time in Illinois and headed 

directly towards the Mississippi River and Iowa. We 

did, however stop for 20 minutes or so at the 

famous Dutch Windmill, known as De Immigrant, on 

the banks of the Mississippi River. De Immigrant is a 

windmill located in Fulton, Illinois, built on a flood-

control dike on the Mississippi River. The City of 

Fulton contracted Molema Millbuilders, Havenga 

Construction, and Lowlands Management on 

December 4, 1998 to construct a Dutch windmill, to 

be fabricated by native millwrights in the 

Netherlands and shipped to Fulton for assembly. 

Two months later, construction began with thirty 

metric tons of wood. The construction took place in 

phases, and the tower, cap, sails, and machinery 

were all put together on November 19, 1999. On 

May 5, 2001, De Immigrant officially began grinding 

wheat, buckwheat, rye, and cornmeal.  

We were fortunate to meet up with a maintenance worker who open the windmill and gave us 

a guided tour of the interior. As we were above the river on the dike I was able to get some 

good shots of the river and 14th Avenue Bridge over the Mississippi River leading into Iowa.  

After our tour of De Immigrant we crossed the Mississippi on US 30 and the Lincoln Highway 

into Iowa and the city of Clinton. We then continued west along the Lincoln Highway (US 30) 

We were now passing through miles of rich farm lands dotted with farms and grain silos. It was 

harvest time and there was a constant stream of semi-trailer trucks laden with corn on the 

road. Corn, corn and more corn.  
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Traveling west along the Lincoln Highway (US 

30) near Lowden, IA 

The corn we saw looked like it was dead, but upon closer inspection it was not. Most of the corn 
we saw is used either for cattle feed, corn syrup or ethanol. Corn leads all other crops in value 
and volume of production. Here are some more interesting facts about corn: 

 

 Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska and Minnesota account for over 50 percent of the corn grown 

in the U.S. 

 Corn is a major component in many food items like cereals, peanut butter, snack 

foods and soft drinks. 

 Each year, a single U.S. farmer provides food and fiber for 129 people - 97 in the U.S. 

and 32 overseas. 

 In the U.S., corn production measures more than 2 times that of any other crop. 

 Over 55% of Iowa's corn goes to foreign markets. The rest is used in other parts of 

the United States 

 The United States produces 333 million tons of corn each year and the closest com-

petitor is China at 163 million. 

As you can see corn is a very important crop in the United States and the farmers of Iowa and 

Nebraska make a major contribution. 

The Iowa DOT does a good job of marking the 

Lincoln Highway. It was very easy to follow the 

route with the numerous signs along the road. 

There was nothing really spectacular in Iowa 

except the section of the original brick paving on 

the Lincoln Highway in Woodbine and the 

numerous grain silos. There was, however, a 

section of the 1913-24 Lincoln Highway route 

near Mechanicsville that is still in use today and 

an old Lincoln Highway bridge near Ogden.  

Although somewhat boring it was pleasant driving 

across Iowa through the heart of the Corn Belt. It 

was amazing to see how industrious these 

farmers are producing so much food and ethanol 

product.  

They work from dawn to dusk seven days a week tending their fields and producing our food. 

You will not see them demonstrating or occupying Wall Street or any other street. Hey know 

the value of the land and they take good care of it. I have been to other countries and seen 

farms, but nowhere have I seen farms as large and productive as these in Iowa. My hat’s off to 

these hard working farmers that work so long and hard to feed us.  

We reached our Super-8 Motel in Carter Lake, Iowa and ended our day of travel across Iowa at 

the Nebraska border at Omaha and the Missouri River. Much to our chagrin our motel was by 

the airport and there was a marked lack of restaurants so we went to the local Subway for din-

ner. We were back on schedule and beginning to put the events of October 13th behind us.  
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For previous PDF editions of our Lincoln Highway adventure please click on the Part Number 

shown below. 

Part 1  Part 2,  Part 3,  Part 4,  Part 5 

My favorite picture of the day. The photo was taken with a Nikon D700 DSLR with a 

Nikkor 28-300mm f3.5-5.6 VR lens at 35mm at 1/1500 sec at f/5.6, ISO 200 with –1/2 

EV exposure correction. 

The next installment of our road trip along the Lincoln Highway will take us across the Missouri 

River to Ogallala, Nebraska. We will see more corn, learn about farm machinery, and see a 

Pony Express Station and Buffalo Bill Cody’s home. 

http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%203.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%204.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%205.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%206.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%207.pdf
http://www.nikonusa.com/Nikon-Products/Product/Digital-SLR-Cameras/25444/D700.html
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You can view a complete gallery of all the photos I took while traveling the Lincoln 

Highway by clicking here.  When you view one of the photos and it has a hyperlink 

(shown in red) under the caption you can click on it to open a Google Map showing 

the exact location where the photo was taken. When traveling, I always use a GPS 

attachment on my Nikon cameras so I can document the position of each photo. 

If you are having problems viewing this page or the graphics please 

Click Here to view it in your browser or to visit our Photographic Blog 

Click Here. To view my Galleries of Geo-referenced photos from 

around the world Click Here. To view additional galleries Click Here.  

Control (Ctrl) Click on any Photo or Link to open a full-size image in a 

new window or tab. 

You can access an archive of all past editions of the 

Aperture by clicking here. 

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here. 

Questions or comments? Email us at fhenstridge@henstridgephotography.com  or call 951-679-3530  

To view as a Web Page Click Here.  Please visit our Web Site at http://henstridgephotography.com.  

© 2011 Fred Henstridge Photography 

All Photos, Images, Graphics and Text are the copyright of Fred Henstridge Photography. All Rights are Reserved.  
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